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Abstract

3D convolutional networks are prevalent for video

recognition. While achieving excellent recognition perfor-

mance on standard benchmarks, they operate on a sequence

of frames with 3D convolutions and thus are computation-

ally demanding. Exploiting large variations among differ-

ent videos, we introduce Ada3D, a conditional computa-

tion framework that learns instance-specific 3D usage poli-

cies to determine frames and convolution layers to be used

in a 3D network. These policies are derived with a two-

head lightweight selection network conditioned on each in-

put video clip. Then, only frames and convolutions that

are selected by the selection network are used in the 3D

model to generate predictions. The selection network is

optimized with policy gradient methods to maximize a re-

ward that encourages making correct predictions with lim-

ited computation. We conduct experiments on three video

recognition benchmarks and demonstrate that our method

achieves similar accuracies to state-of-the-art 3D models

while requiring 20%− 50% less computation across differ-

ent datasets. We also show that learned policies are trans-

ferable and Ada3D is compatible to different backbones and

modern clip selection approaches. Our qualitative analysis

indicates that our method allocates fewer 3D convolutions

and frames for “static” inputs, yet uses more for motion-

intensive clips.

1. Introduction

Videos are expected to make up a staggering 82% of In-

ternet traffic by 2022 [1], which demands approaches that

can understand video content like actions and events accu-

rately and efficiently. Key to video recognition is temporal

modeling to capture relationships among different frames.

Towards this goal, extensive studies have been conducted

with 3D convolutional networks by extending 2D convo-

lutions over time [33, 4, 35, 34, 9, 8, 45]. While of-
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Figure 1: A conceptual overview of our approach.

Ada3D learns to adaptively keep/discard 3D convolutional

layers and frames conditioned on input clips for efficient

video recognition. Fewer 3D convolutions and frames are

kept for clips that contain discriminative static cues and

contextual information, while more are used for motion-

intensive clips, in pursuit of a reduced overall computational

cost without sacrificing recognition accuracy. Black mask

indicates the frame is discarded.

fering excellent recognition accuracy on standard bench-

marks [4, 13, 16], 3D models are often computationally ex-

pensive due to the costly convolution operations along the

temporal axis on a large number of stacked frames. For ex-

ample, at the clip-level 1, a standard ResNet50 [14] model

only requires 4.1 GFLOPs (giga floating-point operations)

to compute predictions for a single image, while a SlowFast

network [9] with the same ResNet50 backbone needs 16

times more computation (65.7 GFLOPs). Furthermore, the

computational cost linearly grows with the number of clips

uniformly sampled through the entire sequence for video-

level prediction aggregation.

But are 3D convolutions really important for recognizing

different types of videos? Do we really need them through-

1Here, we use “clip” in a broad sense; for 2D models, a clip is a single

RGB frame while for 3D models it is a stack of frames.
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out the network? Is it necessary to perform 3D convolution

on a fixed number of stacked frames for all different sam-

ples? Intuitively, 3D convolutions are critical for captur-

ing changing patterns among inputs. However, due to large

intra-class and inter-class variations, some videos are rela-

tively more “static” than others, for which using a computa-

tionally expensive 3D model on redundant inputs might be

unnecessary. This paper seeks to develop a computationally

efficient framework for video recognition by learning how

many frames to use and whether to use 3D convolutions in

3D networks. This is an orthogonal yet complementary di-

rection to existing work on fast video recognition, which

either designs lightweight 3D architectures [35, 44, 8, 34]

or develops clip selection schemes to use fewer clips for

classification [43, 20, 12, 41, 48].

With this in mind, we introduce Ada3D, an end-to-end

framework that learns adaptive 3D convolution usage con-

ditioned on each input clip sample for efficient video recog-

nition. For each clip, deriving a dynamic inference strat-

egy entails (1) learning how many frames are used as in-

puts to the 3D network; (2) conditioned on these selected

frames, determining how many 3D convolutional layers are

activated; (3) and most importantly, making correct pre-

dictions while only using a small number of input frames

and 3D convolutions. By doing so, Ada3D allocates more

computational resources to videos with complicated motion

patterns while performing economical inference for “easy

static” videos, enabling efficient video classification while

maintaining reliable classification accuracy. While appeal-

ing, learning whether to keep/discard input frames and 3D

convolutions is a non-trivial task, as it requires making bi-

nary decisions that are non-differentiable.

To this end, Ada3D is built upon a reinforcement learn-

ing framework [32]. In particular, given a video clip,

Ada3D trains a two-head selection network to produce a

frame usage policy and a convolution usage policy, indicat-

ing which frames in the input stack and which 3D convo-

lutions in the network should be kept or discarded, respec-

tively. Then, conditioned on the derived policies, dynamic

inference is performed on a pretrained 3D network with se-

lected frames and 3D convolutions for fast recognition. The

selection network is optimized with policy gradient meth-

ods [32] to maximize a reward function that is carefully de-

signed to incentivize using as few computational resources

as possible while making correct predictions. We further

jointly finetune the selection network with the 3D network

such that the 3D model is able to adapt to the adaptive infer-

ence paradigm. It worth nothing that the selection network

is designed to be lightweight so that its computational over-

head is negligible.

We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate Ada3D on

ActivityNet [16], FCVID [19], Mini-Kinetics-200 [44, 4],

and demonstrate that Ada3D is able to save 20% to 50%

computation on different datasets while maintaining simi-

lar recognition performance compared with baselines. We

show policies learned on Mini-Kinetics-200 can be further

transferred to the full Kinetics dataset [4]. In addition, we

show the approach is compatible with different 3D models

and it is also complementary to other clip-level selection

methods [20, 43, 41, 12, 48]. We also demonstrate quali-

tatively that our method learns to allocate fewer 3D convo-

lutions and frames for clips that are relatively more static,

while applying more computation to motion-intensive clips.

2. Related Work

Deep neural networks for video recognition. Existing

work typically designs video recognition architectures by

equipping state-of-the-art 2D models with the ability for

temporal modeling, and can be roughly categorized into

two directions. In particular, the first applies 2D models

on a per-frame basis and then model temporal relationships

across frames by aggregating features along the temporal

axis with operations such as pooling [38, 31, 10], recurrent

networks [6, 47, 23], and using inputs with explicit tem-

poral information such as optical flow [31, 10, 38]. The

other [4, 33, 29, 35, 9, 8] directly transforms 2D models

into 3D models with 3D convolutions applied on stacked

RGB frames (clips). While achieving state-of-the-art per-

formance on various benchmarks [4, 16, 13], 3D models

are computationally expensive, limiting their deployment in

real-world applications with limited resources. Our work

aims to reduce the computational cost of 3D models by

learning instance-specific 3D policies using fewer frames

and 3D convolutions in a 3D model conditioned on inputs

while making correct predictions at the same time.

Efficient video recognition. Extensive studies have been

conducted on designing efficient network architectures for

video recognition [50, 5, 35, 8, 49, 24, 34]. Recent advances

in efficient 2D ConvNets, e.g. group convolution [17, 30],

have been explored in 3D models [5, 35, 34]. In addition,

some lightweight temporal aggregation operations are intro-

duced to speed up inference such as a relational module in

TRN [49] and a shift module in TSM [24]. More recently,

X3D [8] expands a tiny model across several dimensions

for a good efficiency/accuracy trade-off. However, all these

approaches use a fixed input sampling scheme (i.e., number

of frames and frame rate) and compute predictions with a

“one-size-fits-all” model for all inputs clips, regardless of

the large temporal variations among them. In contrast, we

learn dynamic frame usage policies and convolution usage

policies conditioned on input clips, in pursuit of computa-

tional efficiency without sacrificing accuracy. It is worth

pointing out that our method is model-agnostic, and can be

used in tandem with these efficient networks.

Adaptive computation. Many adaptive computation
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Figure 2: An overview of our approach. Given an input clip, the selection network produces features for each frame in the

clip, which are further aggregated uniformly to derive a frame usage policy and a convolution usage policy simultaneously.

These policies activate a subset of frames and 3D convolutions in the 3D network for inference. Then, conditioned on the

prediction, two rewards are computed to evaluate the frame and convolution policy, respectively. See texts for more details.

(a.k.a, conditional computation) methods have been devel-

oped in the image domain, achieving reduced computation

by dynamically selecting channels [2, 25], skipping lay-

ers [42, 11, 40, 37], performing early exiting with auxil-

iary structures [22, 18, 3, 46], adaptively switching input

resolutions [27, 36, 46], etc. There are also a few recent

studies exploring adaptive computation for videos. These

approaches adaptively select salient clips for faster infer-

ence with one [43] or more [41] agents to aggregate video-

level predictions. Compressed video [20] and audio [12, 20]

are also utilized for further improvement in clip selection.

More recently, a dynamic resolution selection strategy is in-

troduced in [26].

Our method is closely related yet orthogonal to these

approaches. They focus on selecting informative clips

throughout the entire sequence to achieve fast inference,

aiming to improve the widely used uniform sampling base-

line for video recognition. For each selected clip, the same

amount of computational resource is used. In contrast, we

allocate computation conditioned on the complexity of the

input video clip. This can be considered as dynamic routing

in a network and is complementary to those clip-selection

methods (as will be shown empirically) [43, 12, 20], which

are a form of routing across different time steps in videos.

3. Approach

Ada3D reduces the computational cost of 3D networks

by learning instance-specific 3D usage policies that encour-

age using fewer computational resources, in the forms of

frames and 3D convolutions, while producing accurate pre-

dictions. To this end, we first revisit popular 3D networks

used for temporal modeling in Sec. 3.1, and then elaborate

different components of Ada3D in Sec. 3.2

3.1. 3D Networks for Video Recognition

Operating on stacked RGB frames, 3D video models typ-

ically extend state-of-the-art 2D networks by replacing a

number of 2D convolutions with 3D convolutions for tem-

poral modeling over time. Formally, taking as inputs an

input clip V with T frames {v1, v2, ..., vT }, 3D models ob-

tain final predictions through a stack of 2D (k1×d×d) and

3D (kt×d×d) convolutional layers, where t denotes the tem-

poral extent of 3D convolutional filters which is typically

set to 3 and 5 in practice, and d denotes the spatial height

and width. In common instantiations of 3D video mod-

els [33, 35, 4, 44, 9, 8], 3D convolutions are inserted into

the building blocks of 2D networks, and these 3D blocks

are organized based on heuristics such as using them in

early [44, 35] or late [9, 44, 45] stages of the network, if

not applied in all stages [4, 8, 35, 33]. Note that state-of-

the-art frameworks usually perform temporal convolutions

in a non-degenerate form [9, 8], i.e., taking in T frames and

outputting T convolved frames. While achieving state-of-

the-art recognition performance, 3D video models are of-

ten computationally expensive since a number of costly 3D

convolutions are applied on a sequence of stacked frames.

3.2. Ada3D: Adaptive 3D Convolution Selection

Ada3D learns 3D convolution usage policies conditioned

on input video clips to reduce the computational cost of 3D
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models. We achieve this with a lightweight selection net-

work that is trained to determine which frames to use as in-

puts to a pretrained 3D model and which convolution layers

to activate in the network for those selected frames. This in-

volves making binary decisions that are non-differentiable,

and thus not applicable for supervised frameworks. Instead,

we formulate learning the selection network as Markov De-

cision Process (MDP) [28]. We define the state space of the

MDP as the input video clip; actions in the model involve

keeping/discarding frames and 3D convolutions in 3D net-

works. The reward balances between recognition accuracy

and computation. The MDP is single-step: a video clip is

observed, actions are taken, and a reward is computed—this

can also be considered as a contextual bandit [21].

More formally, given an input clip V of length T and

a 3D ResNet video classifier F with K 3D convolution

stages2, the selection network fp, parameterized by w, com-

putes features for each frame in the input clip; these features

are then aggregated as inputs to two parallel branches, out-

putting two vectors m ∈ R
T and n ∈ R

K :

m,n = sigmoid(fp(V;w)). (1)

Here, each entry in m and n is normalized to be in the range

[0, 1] with the sigmoid(x) = 1
1+exp(−x) function, indicat-

ing the likelihood of keeping the corresponding frame and

3D convolution stage 2.

We then define a frame usage policy πf and a con-

volution usage policy πc with a T -dimensional and a K-

dimensional Bernoulli distribution, respectively:

πf (u | V) =

T
∏

t=1

m
ut

t (1−mt)
1−ut (2)

πc(v | V) =

K
∏

k=1

n
vk

k (1− nk)
1−vk . (3)

where u ∈ {0, 1}T and v ∈ {0, 1}K are actions based on

m and n, and ut = 1 indicates the t-th frame in V is used;

similarly vk = 1 means the k-th 3D convolution stage in

the 3D model is activated. Zero entries in u and v repre-

sent inactive frames and convolutions, respectively. During

training, u and v are produced by sampling from the corre-

sponding policy, and a greedy approach is used at test time.

Given these actions, a subset V ′ of the full clip V is

formed based on u. Similarly, according to v, certain 3D

convolution layers are changed to 2D by taking only the

center channel of its 3D convolutional filter along the tem-

poral axis, i.e., the slicing operation kt×d×d[
⌊

t
2

⌋

, :, :] in Py-

Torch style. Then, conditioned on V ′, we run a forward pass

with the 3D network where certain 3D convolutions are de-

graded, and a prediction is then computed. To encourage

2We consider turning off an entire 3D convolution stage that contains

multiple 3D convolutional layers to save more computation.

correct predictions with limited computation, we evaluate

these actions with a reward function:

R(x) =

{

1−O(x) for correct prediction

−γ else
(4)

where O(x) represents the normalized computational cost

of the action and x ∈ {u,v}. Based on Eqn. 4, we compute

two rewards for frame actions and convolution actions re-

spectively, encouraging using as little computation as possi-

ble when making correct predictions while penalizing incor-

rect predictions with a negative reward, i.e., −γ. Note that

γ also balances the speed-accuracy trade-off with different

values. While we instantiateO(u) andO(v) as ( ||u||0
T

) and

( ||v||0
K

)2—the normalized usage of the number of frames

and 3D convolutions—there are also other options such as

FLOPs [26, 15]. The selection network is then optimized to

maximize the expected reward:

max
w

L = Eu∼πf ,v∼πc
[R(u) +R(v)]. (5)

We use policy gradient methods [32] to learn the param-

eters w for the selection network and the expected gradient

can be derived as:

∇wL = E [R(u)∇wlog πf (u | V)

+R(v)∇wlog πc(v | V)]. (6)

Eqn. 6 can be estimated with many samples at a time, and

thus we use samples in mini-batches to compute the ex-

pected gradient and then Eqn. 6 is approximated by:

∇wL ≈
1

B

B
∑

i=1

[R(ui)∇wlog πf (ui | Vi)

+R(vi)∇wlog πc(vi | Vi)], (7)

where B is the total number of samples in the mini-batch.

The gradient is then propagated back to train the policy net-

work with SGD. We further reduce variance by adding a

baseline function to the reward [32].

So far we have only trained the selection network while

keeping the pretrained video model fixed. The selection net-

work is able to learn decent policies that use fewer frames

and 3D convolutions while maintaining prediction accura-

cies. However, input distributions to the 3D model are no

longer the same as those used to train the original network,

where all frames and 3D convolutions are used. As a re-

sult, the 3D model is not equipped with the ability to deal

with inputs with varying number of frames and 3D convo-

lutions that are adaptively turned on/off. To remedy this,

we further jointly fine-tune the 3D model with the selection

network such that it is able to accustomed to such adaptive

inference paradigm. The objective function then becomes:

min
w,θ
−
∑

j=1

yj log(F(V;θ)j)− L(w) (8)
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Algorithm 1: Training algorithm of our approach.

Input: An input video clip V , the number of epochs

of for training the selection network E1, the

number of epochs of joint fine-tuning E2

1 Obtain a pretrained video classifier F

2 Randomly initialize selection network w

3 for e← 0 to E1 do

4 m,n = sigmoid(fp(V;w))
5 u,v ∼ πw(u|V), πw(v|V) // Eqn. 3

6 p = F(V|u,v) // Apply actions on F and forward

7 R = R(u) +R(v) // Eqn. 4

8 w = w −∇wL // Eqn. 6

9 end

10 for e← 0 to E2 do

11 Repeat Line 4-7
12 w = w −∇wL // Eqn. 6

13 θ = w −∇θLcls // Eqn. 8

14 end

where θ denotes the weights of the 3D network F and the

first term is the cross-entropy loss for an input clip V with

one-hot label y for classification training. Algorithm 1 sum-

marizes algorithm of Ada3D.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets and evaluation metrics. We evaluate our

approach on three video recognition datasets: Ac-

tivityNet (ACTIVITYNET) [16], Fudan-Columbia Video

Datasets (FCVID) [19] and Mini-Kinetics-200 (MINI-

KINETICS) [44]. ACTIVITYNET contains around 20K
Youtube videos of 200 action classes, with an average du-

ration of 117 seconds. We use the latest version 1.3 and its

official split with 10, 024 training videos, 4, 926 validation

videos and 5, 044 testing videos. We report results on the

validation set as the labels of testing videos are not publicly

available. FCVID consists of 91, 223 Youtube videos be-

longing to 239 categories, with an average duration of 167
seconds. The official split is adopted with a training set of

45, 611 videos and a testing set of 45, 612 videos. MINI-

KINETICS is a publicly released subset of KINETICS [4]

initially introduced in [44], consisting of 200 classes with

the most training samples in Kinetics; 400 and 25 videos are

sampled from each action class for training and validation,

forming a training set with 80, 000 videos and a validation

set with 5, 000 videos. Here we use the identical samples

as [44]. To demonstrate the transferability of the selection

network, we experiment with the Kinetics full set, which

contains 240K training videos and 20K validation videos.

Following official instructions, we report mean aver-

age precision (mAP) on ACTIVITYNET and FCVID. For

MINI-KINETICS and KINETICS, we report Top-1 accuracy.

Network architectures. We use an I3D [4] with a backbone

of ResNet-50 [14] as the 3D video model if not mentioned

otherwise, due to its popularity and competitive recogni-

tion performance across various benchmarks [4, 13, 16].

Our implementation follows [7], where 3D convolutions

are factorized spatially and temporally in a similar way as

R(2+1)-D [35], which is already a more efficient architec-

ture than original I3D. In addition, we also experiment with

the Slowonly model introduced in [9] to demonstrate the

compatibility of our approach with more recent networks.

We use a lightweight architecture for the selection net-

work with negligible computational overhead. Specifically,

we use MobileNetV2 [30] as the backbone of the selection

network. The inputs to the network are downsampled to

112 × 112 per frame, and it only requires 0.08 GFLOPs to

compute features for each frame.

Implementation details. All 3D networks are fine-tuned

from models provided by [7], which are pre-trained on Ki-

netics. We fine-tune 3D models for 40 epochs on FCVID

and ACTIVITYNET and 20 epochs on MINI-KINETICS,

with a cosine learning rate schedule starting at 0.01 and a

batch size of 64. The MobileNetV2 backbone of the se-

lection network is also pre-trained on these datasets with

the same schedules to speed up convergence. We first fix

the pretrained 3D models and train the selection network

for 40 epochs with a learning rate of 0.0001 and a batch

size of 256. Finally, the whole pipeline is jointly fine-tuned

for 60 epochs with the same learning rate described above.

SGD with momentum 0.9 is used for optimization. We use

8 GPUs for all experiments.

Regarding network inputs during training, we follow [9,

8] by randomly sampling a clip with 8/16 frames using a

temporal stride of 8 (sampling rate) from a given video. For

the spatial domain, 224× 224 pixels are randomly cropped

from the sampled clip during training. For inference, we

follow the common practice [9, 8, 39] and uniformly sam-

ple 10 clips with a spatial size of 256 × 256 from a testing

video. Video-level prediction is obtained by averaging the

clip-level predictions.

4.2. Main Results

We compare our proposed method with various baselines

under different input settings (8/16 frames per clip) and re-

port results in Table 1. The baselines we use include:

• Random: Based on the frame usage and convolution

usage produced by Ada3D, we generate random poli-

cies that use a similar amount of computational re-

sources compared to Ada3D.

• Random FT: The 3D model is further jointly fine-tuned

with the random policies.
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FCVID ACTIVITYNET MINI-KINETICS

mAP GFLOPs # 3D # Frame mAP GFLOPs # 3D # Frame Acc GFLOPs # 3D # Frame

8-frame per clip

Upper 82.1 58.6 5.0 8.0 82.6 58.6 5.0 8.0 79.0 58.6 5.0 8.0
Random 78.1 36.1 2.2 5.8 79.2 42.9 3.0 6.6 74.0 42.2 2.0 6.9
Random FT 80.7 36.1 2.2 5.8 81.1 42.9 3.0 6.6 77.4 41.5 1.9 6.8
Ours 81.9 35.6 2.2 5.7 82.6 42.2 3.1 6.6 78.9 42.4 1.9 6.9

16-frame per clip

Upper 84.4 117.3 5.0 16.0 84.4 117.3 5.0 16.0 79.6 117.3 5.0 16.0
Random 79.2 63.2 2.1 10.3 80.4 73.3 3.0 11.2 75.2 75.8 2.9 11.8
Random FT 82.0 65.3 2.1 10.6 82.8 71.3 3.0 11.1 78.2 78.0 2.9 12.0
Ours 84.3 66.6 2.1 10.7 84.0 70.1 3.0 11.1 79.2 73.8 2.9 11.8

Table 1: Recognition performance and computational cost of our method vs. baselines. Two input settings are experi-

mented, i.e. 8-frame setting (Top) and 16-frame setting (Bottom). # 3D and # Frame denote the number of 3D convolutions

and frames usage per input clip respectively, averaged over the entire test set. See texts for more details.

• Upper: The original pretrained 3D model with all 3D

convolutions and all frames used, which can be viewed

as a performance “upperbound” of our method.

As shown in Table 1, under the 8-frame input setting,

Ada3D obtains an mAP (accuracy for MINI-KINETICS) of

81.9%, 82.6% and 78.9%, requiring an average of 35.6,

42.2 and 42.4 GFLOPs per clip on FCVID, ACTIVITYNET,

MINI-KINETICS respectively. Ada3D achieves compara-

ble recognition performance but brings 40%, 28% and 27%
computational savings. This confirms that Ada3D is able to

learn effective 3D convolution and frame usage policies by

saving computational resources and preserving accuracies

at the same time across different datasets. Similar patterns

are also observed under the 16-frame input setting for all

three datasets.

Using similar computational resources, Ada3D improves

the Random baseline by 3.5% to 5% mAP/accuracy on

three datasets. Ada3D also outperforms Random FT by

1% to 2.5%. These results verify that Ada3D produces

adaptive polices and allocates computational resources on

a per-input basis to maintain recognition performance. It

is worth noting that there are slightly differences in com-

putational savings on different datasets. This results from

the fact that video categories in these datasets are dif-

ferent. For example, FCVID contains some classes of

static objects and scenes like “bridge” and “temple”, and

thus we observe more computational savings than ACTIV-

ITYNET and MINI-KINETICS, which are more activity-

focused; on MINI-KINETICS, where categories are motion-

intensive, more computational resources are needed com-

pared to FCVID and ACTIVITYNET.

Recognition with varying computational budgets. As

discussed in Section 3.2, the choice of γ in Eqn. 4 adjusts

the amount of penalty on policies that produce incorrect pre-

dictions, and thus it controls the speed/accuracy trade-off.

Here we report recognition accuracies of Ada3D under dif-

ferent computational budgets. As demonstrated in Fig. 3,

our method is able to cover a wide range of speed/accuracy

trade-offs and consistently outperforms Random FT with

different computational budgets. For example, on ACTIV-

ITYNET, Ada3D obtains an mAP of 82.6%, 81.9% and

80.9% with an average of 42.2, 30.1 and 24.4 GFLOPs per

clip respectively, while Random FT obtains 81.1%, 80.7%
and 79.8% with 42.9, 32.6 and 25.4 GFLOPS per clip on

average. Same patterns are also observed on FCVID.

Extension to clip selection. As mentioned in Sec. 2, our

method is orthogonal and thus could be complementary to

the line of clip selection methods [41, 43, 20, 12] for ef-

ficient video recognition. We validate our hypothesis by

combining our method with AdaFrame [43]. Specifically,

we use Ada3D as the backbone of AdaFrame to dynami-

cally allocate computational resources conditioned on each

input clip, as opposed to the original AdaFrame that uses the

Figure 3: Recognition performance under different compu-

tational budgets controlled by γ.
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Van→ Ada Van→ Ada Van→ Ada

# Clip 3.0→ 2.9 5.0→ 4.2 10.0→ 7.4

mAP 77.8→ 78.1 80.3→ 80.5 81.9→ 82.0

Table 2: Extension to clip-level selection. Combining

Ada3D with AdaFrame [43] offers computational savings

for video-level aggregation. # Clip denotes number of clips

used per testing video; Van (Vanilla) and Ada denote our

method without and with AdaFrame, respectively.

same amount of computation with a fixed backbone for all

clips. Following [43], we train three variants of AdaFrame

which operates on 3, 5, and 10 clips for different compu-

tational budgets. As demonstrated in Table 2, extending

our approach with adaptive clip selection further decreases

the computational cost while producing comparable perfor-

mance with the Upper. For example, it reduces the number

of clips sampled from each testing video from 10 to 7.4 and

obtains an mAP of 82.0% that is on par with Upper (82.1%).

Additionally, we believe our method is also complementary

to other clip selection methods leveraging multi-modal in-

puts such as audio [20, 12], as well as adaptive spatial reso-

lution modulating methods [26, 36, 46].

Method Acc GFLOPs # 3D # Frame

Upper 73.1 58.6 5.0 8.0

Ours 72.8 43.7 2.3 6.9

Table 3: Transferring learned policies. We fine-tune a

Kinetics pretrained model on Kinetics full training set, with

policies learned on Mini-Kinetics, and evaluate on Kinetics

validation set.

Transferring learned policies. We now analyze whether

the policies learned by our method can be transferred to

novel action categories. To this end, we take the selection

network trained on MINI-KINETICS and fine-tune a pre-

trained I3D model with a ResNet-50 as its backbone on

full Kinetics. We keep the weights of the selection net-

work fixed during fine-tuning. Details of training and test-

ing are the same as joint fine-tuning as described in Sec. 4.1.

As shown in Table 3, policies learned on MINI-KINETICS

can reduce the overall computational cost of the fine-tuned

video model by 25% on Kinetics with negligible difference

in recognition accuracy compared to the Upper baseline,

indicating that our method learns strategies that are trans-

ferable to unseen classes and videos. It is worth noting that

the I3D baseline we use obtains superior recognition perfor-

mance on Kinetics that is higher than [4, 44] and compet-

itive compared to results reported in [39] using 32 frames

per input clip.

Compatibility with different 3D architectures. Next, we

evaluate the compatibility of our approach with different 3D

networks. We use a more efficient 3D network architecture

recently introduced in [9] termed as Slowonly and evaluate

our approach. In particular, it only uses 3D convolutions in

the 4-th and 5-th stage of a ResNet50, resulting in compet-

itive recognition performance with less computational cost.

As shown in Table 4, our method still obtains 20% to 40%
savings in GFLOPs with similar recognition performance,

indicating Ada3D is compatible with different 3D models.

Our method by design is model-agnostic, for which we be-

lieve it could be complementary to recent work on designing

efficient 3D models such as X3D [8] as well.

Method mAP GFLOPs # 3D # Frame

Upper 82.6 54.5 2.0 8.0

Ours 82.4 42.1 1.3 6.6

Upper 83.5 109.1 2.0 16.0

Ours 83.4 61.8 1.4 9.5

Table 4: Results on FCVID [19] using Slowonly [9] archi-

tecture as 3D model. Top: 8-frame input setting. Bottom:

16-frame input setting.

Qualitative analysis. In addition to the quantitative results

presented above, we also qualitatively analyze our method.

In particular, we observe that our method produces policies

with fewer 3D convolutions and frames for input clips that

are more “static”, while uses more for motion-intensive in-

stances. As shown in Fig. 4, a smaller number of 3D convo-

lutions and frames are applied on clips with discriminative

static cue. For instance, the presence of “bass” and “book

binder” for class “playing bass guitar” and “book binding”

suffice to produce correct predictions, and the scene of a

“court” serves as a strong contextual signal for “hurling”.

On the other hand, for motion-intensive action classes and

instances, especially those related to human movement such

as “breakdancing”, “somersaulting” and “Tai Chi”, more

computational resources are allocated by our method to cap-

ture finer temporal relationships among frames.

4.3. Discussion

Impact of joint finetuning. Recall that we first train the

seletion network with the 3D model fixed and then jointly

fine-tune both of them. Here we analyze the performance of

our method without the first selection network training stage

(Tr) or the joint fine-tuning stage (FT). For faster evaluation,

we uniformly sample 3 clips from each test video. Results

are shown in Table 5.

As can be seen, joint fine-tuning is crucial to further im-

prove the recognition performance (75.9 vs. 77.8). This

indicates that fine-tuning the video model together with

learned policies indeed helps the 3D model to adapt to the

adaptive inference paradigm brought by the selection net-

work. It is worth noting that skipping the first training
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Hurling

Book Binding

Barbequing Dancing macarena

Capoeira

Somersaulting

Tai Chi

Playing Bass Guitar

3D usage: 2    Frame usage: 3

3D usage: 1    Frame usage: 4

3D usage: 2    Frame usage: 4

3D usage: 2    Frame usage: 3

3D usage: 4    Frame usage: 8

3D usage: 4    Frame usage: 7

3D usage: 5    Frame usage: 8

3D usage: 4    Frame usage: 8

Figure 4: Qualitative results. Black mask indicates the frame is discarded. Left: Fewer 3D convolutions and frames are used

for action classes and instances that are more “static”, i.e. containing discriminative static cue and contextual information.

Right: For motion-intensive instances, more computation is allocated for probing finer temporal information.

FCVID ACTIVITYNET

Tr FT mAP GFLOPs mAP GFLOPs

Upper 78.1 58.6 76.4 58.6

72.3 36.1 71.1 42.9

X 75.9 34.7 74.3 38.1

X 76.5 34.9 75.1 37.6

X X 77.8 35.6 76.1 42.2

Table 5: Ablation on the effectiveness of two training

stages.

stage (i.e., directly training the selection network with the

3D model jointly) leads to a lower recognition performance

(76.5 vs. 77.8). We posit the reason is that adding another

objective (the classification loss) while training the selec-

tion network from random initialization further increases

the instability of network learning under such a reinforce-

ment learning setting; and thus the selection network con-

verges to sub-optimal policies.

FCVID ACTIVITYNET

3D Frame mAP GFLOPs mAP GFLOPs

Upper 78.1 58.6 76.4 58.6

75.5 35.6 74.3 42.3

X 76.8 35.3 75.3 41.1

X 76.3 35.5 74.8 43.5

X X 77.8 35.6 76.1 42.2

Table 6: Ablation on the usefulness of 3D convolution usage

and frame usage policies.

Contributions of convolution and frame usage policies.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of 3D convolution usage

and frame usage policies learned by the two-head selection

network, we conduct experiments to analyze contributions

of the two components. In particular, we replace each/both

components with randomly generated policies similar to

Random FT. Here we use 3-clip testing as well. As shown

in Table 6, applying either 3D or frame usage policy im-

proves recognition performance under the same computa-

tional budget, while using both achieves the best perfor-

mance with 1% improvement over the single-component

settings, indicating the double-head architecture can learn

to produce policies cooperatively.

5. Conclusion

We presented Ada3D, a framework that learns to de-

rive adaptive 3D convolution and frame usage policies—

determining which 3D convolutions in a pretrained 3D

video model and which frames in the input clip to use

on a per-input basis—for efficient video recognition. In

particular, a two-head selection network is trained with

policy gradient methods to produce these policies, reduc-

ing overall computational cost while maintaining recogni-

tion performance. Extensive experimental results on three

large-scale video recognition datasets indicate that Ada3D

achieves 20%-50% computational savings on state-of-the-

art 3D video models while achieving similar accuracies.

We further demonstrate Ada3D is compatible with different

backbones of 3D model and other clip selection methods,

and qualitatively show that more computational resource is

allocated on motion-intensive instances but less on static

ones by Ada3D.
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